So a week has passed, and rc2 is tagged and pushed out. Things look pretty normal: rc2 tends to be fairly quiet as people start finding issues, and while 5.13 looks to be a pretty big release over-all, the changes in rc2 are if anything slightly smaller than average. But it's well within the noise. The fixes here are all over the place - drivers, arch updates, documentation, tooling.. Nothing particularly stands out, although a fix for some VGA text-mode font size issues is funny (as in "strange", not "ha-ha funny") just because so few people presumably use the extended SVGA text modes any more. That's not recent breakage either. The appended shortlog shows the details.
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Also: Linux 5.13-rc2 Released With A VGA Text Mode Fix [3]
[2] https://lore.kernel.org/lkml/CAHk-=wgX-4PTGAH7kRvqHYiq9wPJ-zN6jhLsuOAJ6cG__g9N9A@mail.gmail.com/T/#u